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Interest in the spatial distribution of crime and criminals has experienced a virtual explosion over
the past several years. In Space, Time, and Crime, the authors provide an overview of the
various theoretical explanations, crime control policies, and practical investigative tools used to
identify high crime places, spaces, and times. Throughout the text, Lersch and Hart strive to
provide a highly readable, informative discussion of the important issues surrounding the
geography of crime, providing real world examples as well as illustrations from previously
published research.Space, Time, and Crime provides a basic overview of the more popular
theories that have been used to explain the concentration of crime in certain places and times.
Each theory is carefully and clearly developed from its historical roots to contemporary
applications, with solid research cited throughout the discussions. The reader is then moved
from theory into practice, where a summary and critique of a number of various theoretically-
driven practical policy applications are presented. The basic elements of crime analysis and
crime mapping, both very popular crime fighting tools for police agencies and place managers,
are presented. Finally, the book closes with a strong Marxist-based critique of the various
theories, policies, and tools, leaving the reader with some troubling questions to ponder.This
book includes sections on a number of the more exciting and controversial issues facing criminal
justice today, including community policing, problem oriented policing, crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED), situational crime prevention, the COMPSTAT model for
managing police resources, identifying and controlling hot spots, crime displacement and other
ethical issues surrounding crime prevention, and environmental justice.The third edition updates
and expands the second edition.The Teacher's Manual is available electronically on a CD or via
email. Please contact Beth Hall at bhall@cap-press.com to request a copy. PowerPoint slides
are available upon adoption. Sample slides from the full, 209-slide presentation are available to
view . Email bhall@cap-press.com for more information.

About the AuthorKim Michelle Lersch is a Professor in the School of Public Affairs at the
University of South Florida.Timothy C. Hart is a faculty member in the Department of
Criminology and Criminal Justice at the University of Tampa and an adjunct member of the
Griffith Criminology Institute.
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Joseph J. Davis, “Easy Read. I needed this book for specific coursework & it can be used in the
workplace as the  material is relevant.”

Knazur, “Informative Read for Any Criminal Justice Student.. This book was a requirement for
Space, Time, and Crime at University of Central Florida online.I found this book to be not only
helpful in the class, but in increasing my awareness of my surroundings.This would be an
interesting read for any criminal justice major in my opinion.I recommend this book.”

Dee Meshell, “Five Stars. Very informative book. Purchased for one class and have referenced it
countless other times for other courses.”

darla, “good resource. this book has proven to be a great resource for my class. Its information
has been helpful to get the information I need for my course.”

analyst, “A home run. Most analysts are taught to point and click. This book provides a level of
detail that's pertinent but not overwhelming for crime and intelligence analysis. Dr. Lersch
continues to produce useful and thoughtful material that's beneficial across a wide range of
subjects.”

The book by Eileen Stillwaggon has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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